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Freshwater mussels of the family Unionidae, also known as naiads, have inhabited fresh waters

around the world for the last 400 million years. Here in Texas, the presence of these unique

mollusks ensures our water quality, helps support the worldwide pearl industry, and, in a quirk of

history, influenced the founding of San Angelo. Yet their continued survival is by no means certain,

due to overharvesting, environmental degradation, and the rapid spread of exotic mussel species.

To help professional biologists and amateur naturalists know and preserve these mollusks, this

book provides baseline reference material for all 52 species of freshwater mussels in Texas. It

focuses particularly on the unionids, with brief descriptions of other freshwater bivalves. A typical

entry includes the following information:   Scientific and common names  Distribution (with a range

map)  Size / Shell / Shell teeth  External color / Internal color  Soft tissues / Habitat / Spawning 

Glochidia / Hosts  Economic importance  Comments  Color photos illustrate each species. In

addition to the descriptions, the authors offer general discussions of freshwater mussel anatomy,

biology, ecology, and commercial uses.
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As part of my job, I now need to be able to identify shell fish found in rivers and streams in Texas.

There's some websites out there with photos, but this is a great resource to have when I go in the

field, or for when people send me photos looking for an identification.



Bob Howells is "The Mussel Guy" for Texas. This book, co-written with Raymond Neck and Harold

Murray, is the most comprehensive publication on the status of freshwater mussels in Texas. This is

a valuable resource for aquatic ecologists interested in mussels, which are a conservation concern

due to declining abundance across the state. This guide presents species accounts with

black-and-white photographs on each species present in Texas. Descriptions, geographic

distributions, and ecological information is included. Introductory material covers everything from

mussel anatomy and behavior to collecting gear and commercial uses. The guide is indexed and

fully referenced. Several pages of color plates in the appendix are a nice extra. No self-respecting

student of Texas mussels should be without it!

Wonderful, clear guide to freshwater mussels. Will assist id in field or from specimen from someone

else. Illustrates our current water state all over the country. We will loose them if everyone doesnt

know and do something to help.

Great book on a group of hard to identify molusks. Too bad there's not a good field guide on this

order for all N. A.!

Very wonderful book. They were here before the dinosaurs. Lets save them.

Yes, the pictures are great. I will be a big help in our fight to prevent a lake from being built. We

hope to find some endangered muscles in our creeks.
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